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Award-winning travel writer Tony Burton reveals the magic of Western Mexico. Relaxed and
intimate, this easy-to-read yet authoritative account features 37 original drawings by Canadian
artist Mark Eager and 10 maps. Enjoy the author’s unique insights into local history, ecology and
traditions. Now in its fourth edition, the book remains a favorite among knowledgeable travelers
visiting this region of Mexico. This new edition is one-third larger and includes dozens of new
places worth exploring. It incorporates several new chapters, including four (in part five) devoted
to the region around Zacatecas. Every chapter has new material. Maps have been redrawn and
travel directions updated. A mixture of interests is represented. Included are historical sights
such as Zacatecas, Lagos de Moreno and San Blas; artistic colonies like Ajijic; and lakeside
communities, including Chapala and Pátzcuaro. Alongside them are ecological wonders, such
as Manantlán and the monarch butterflies; old mining towns like Angangueo and Bolaños;
coastal resorts such as Barra de Navidad and Puerto Vallarta; Indian villages like Angahuan,
and a host of others. Many of these smaller places in Western Mexico offer a glimpse of the
Mexico behind the mask; they are places where Mexico has retained her ancient culture and her
ancient traditions. All the destinations in parts one and two are within day-trip range (maximum
three hours driving time) from Guadalajara (Mexico’s second city) or nearby Lake Chapala, a
popular retirement center for Americans and Canadians. In part three, all the locations described
are worth at least an overnight stay, though Tapalpa, Mazamitla and Tamazula are still within
three hours driving time of Guadalajara-Chapala. Parts four to nine describe longer, three or four
day trips, which are all well worth the investment of extra time. No fewer than 17 of the towns
featured in the book have received the federal designation of "Pueblo Mágico" (Magic Town), in
recognition of their cultural, historical or ecological significance, and facilities for visitors. There
are now many excellent boutique hotels, some of them in quite unexpected places, making it far
easier to explore the less traveled areas of Western Mexico. Whether your interests lie in art,
architecture and archaeology; fiestas and folklore; unusual sights and natural wonders, or in
Indian villages and indigenous handicrafts, this book will help you discover for yourself Western
Mexico's many hidden treasures. Author: Tony Burton has specialized in exploring and writing
about Mexico for more than thirty years. He is the author of "Lake Chapala through the Ages: an
anthology of travellers’ tales" (2008) and co-author of "Geo-Mexico, the geography and
dynamics of modern Mexico" (2010), and a three-time winner of ARETUR’s annual international
travel-writing competition for articles about Mexico.
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Mark EagerSOMBRERO BOOKS, B.C., CANADAJoin award-winning travel writer Tony Burton
as he reveals the magic of Western Mexico. Relaxed and intimate, this easy-to-read, yet
authoritative, account features 37 original drawings by Canadian artist Mark Eager and 10 maps.
Enjoy the author’s unique insights into local history, ecology and traditions. Included are all the
details you need to explore:Art, architecture and archaeologyFiestas and folkloreUnusual sights
and natural wondersIndian villages and indigenous handicraftsand much, much moreTony
Burton has specialized in exploring and writing about Mexico for more than thirty years. He is the
author of Lake Chapala through the Ages: an anthology of travellers’ tales (2008) and co-author
of Geo-Mexico, the geography and dynamics of modern Mexico (2010), and a three-time winner
of ARETUR’s annual international travel-writing competition for articles about Mexico,“A
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Travel Mexico“Few other travel writers have been as painstaking in ferreting out cultural and
ecological treasures”– historian Jim Tuck“A must in the library of every Mexican or foreigner with
intellectual curiosity about Mexico. The book’s magic is enhanced by the wonderful illustrations
by Mark Eager, who captivated with a master pen the beauty of Western Mexico’s architecture,
streets and scenery.”– author Rosamaria Casas Canadian Cataloguing in Publication
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and asking directionsBibliographyAcknowledgmentsAuthor and illustratorIntroduction to the
fourth editionThis book is not intended to be a comprehensive guide to all the possible day trips
and longer tours in the region; such a task would require an encyclopedia. Nor is it a diary
describing my own travels. Rather, it is a personal, idiosyncratic collection of my favorite places
in Western Mexico, places which I feel sure you too will enjoy.A mixture of interests is
represented. Included are historical sights such as Zacatecas, Lagos de Moreno and San Blas;
artistic colonies like Ajijic; and lakeside communities, including Chapala and Pátzcuaro.
Alongside them are ecological wonders, such as the monarch butterfly reserves and Manantlán;
old mining towns like Angangueo and Bolaños; coastal resorts such as Barra de Navidad and
Puerto Vallarta; Indian villages like Angahuan, and a host of others.... A few hotels and
restaurants have found their way into the text but only because they are themselves interesting
or unique attractions.All the destinations in parts one and two are within day-trip range
(maximum three hours driving time) from Guadalajara or Chapala. Driving times from other cities
are provided in the Appendix. In part three, all the locations described are worth at least an
overnight stay, though Tapalpa, Mazamitla and Tamazula are still within three hours driving time
of Guadalajara-Chapala. Parts four to nine describe longer, three or four day trips, which are all
well worth the investment of extra time.Don't look here for details of Guadalajara or Morelia,
since these large, vibrant cities are well described in conventional guidebooks. Instead, this
eclectic collection of suggested trips describes places to enjoy when you venture beyond the
major cities. These smaller places offer a glimpse of the Mexico behind the mask; they are
places where Mexico has retained her ancient culture and her ancient traditions.Much has
changed in Western Mexico since the last edition a decade ago. Two very significant sites
described twenty years ago in the first edition—the Island of Mezcala (chapter 2) and the
archaeological site of Guachimontones (chapter 10)—have finally, rightfully, been given the
attention and restoration they deserve. Several other archaeological sites have been partially
restored. Numerous new museums have been opened. A long overdue federal project to
promote cultural tourism, called Pueblos Mágicos (Magic Towns), has brought much more



publicity to no fewer than 15 towns featured in previous editions, including Tapalpa, Tequila,
Mazamitla, San Sebastián del Oeste, Lagos de Moreno, Comala, Pátzcuaro, Santa Clara del
Cobre and Angangueo. In Jalisco, work has begun on a network of “Green Routes”—hiking and
biking trails following former railroads—and the government has published an excellent series of
booklets describing several “Cultural Routes” which incorporate many of the places I’ve been
enjoying and writing about for decades.The quality of hotels has also improved, with the opening
of excellent boutique hotels, some of them in quite unexpected places, making it far easier to
explore the less traveled areas of Western Mexico.This new edition incorporates several new
chapters, including four (part five) devoted to the region around Zacatecas. This part includes
the now paved route to Bolaños, a personal favorite.
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Karen McConnaughey, “Tony Burton has a love affair with Mexico and it's apparent on every
page!. "Western Mexico: A Traveler's Treasury" is aptly named. You can tell award-winning travel
writer Tony Burton has a love affair with Mexico as you read each word of his journey through the
magic of Western Mexico. As the book description says, "Relaxed and intimate, this easy-to-
read yet authoritative account features 37 original drawings by Canadian artist Mark Eager and
10 maps. Enjoy the author's unique insights into local history, ecology and traditions." The
research he has done to bring each one of these cities alive for us is phenomenal. As one
reviewer said, instead of borrowing our book, most of our friends said "they are going to get this
newly updated version right away since it is always spot-on in its descriptions and suggestions.
We would recommend it to anyone that is either planning on traveling these areas or even to
those living in them, as we discovered much new info about what we will be exploring in the
future." They're right... it is not only a wonderful travelogue, but also a fascinating history, either
for those of us who live in Mexico, as well as (as the author calls them) the "the historically
curious."This new edition not only incorporates several new chapters, but new material has been
added in every chapter. As you travel with Tony, you find out the history and the legends that
capture the heart of Mexico... Do you know why the seal of Aguascalientes includes a pair of lips
in the state's coat-of-arms? I didn't! You'll find out the best places to stay, cultural places to visit
and sometimes even where to eat. You also find out the best dates to visit, either during their
grand fiestas or a quiet time when you might have the village to yourself...whatever your cup of
tea, you'll find it here!As Mr. Burton takes you from the villages around Lake Chapala all the way
west to Banderas Bay and Barra de Navidad, you'll find yourself wanting to use this book as your
map to experience the drive around Western Mexico yourself...to visit the cities, churches,
museums ...it made me want to discover for myself the many hidden treasures...like Los
Negritos, the wealth of beautiful mid-17th century churches, all the ancient haciendas, the
magnificent murals of La Morena, the Athens of Jalisco, Mexico's mini-Venice, the Perforated
City (because of its subterranean tunnels), and the town renowned for its miniature tea-
sets...who knew?He describes cities we only circumvent when we drive to and from the United
States and he makes me feel as if I've missed something very special. He quotes the words of
poet Daniel Kuri Breña, about a Mexican city that "doesn't proffer itself easily to anyone" but has
to be "discovered and conquered just like a loved one." I thought this was also an excellent
description of Mexico...It's not always easy to get around, but it is so worth the trip. Tony Burton
has opened it up for us.All I can say is thank you, Tony, for sharing your love of Mexico...it's
apparent even when you're not sugar-coating an area, but giving us all its warts and wounds. I
learned some fascinating history about the area of the world where I've chosen to make my
forever home.”

william woods, “A great guide to the small towns and countryside of Western Mexico. Arrived in 5



days using standard shipping. No damage. Excellent service. Contains lots of useful information
on the smaller towns and countryside of parts of the western states of Nayarit, Jalisco, Colima,
Michoacan, Aguascalientes, Zacatecas, and Guanajuato. Expanded since the last edition with
new material on various areas. Lots of history and archeology included for those who are
interested. Recommended to anyone interested in exploring the area.”

Rowdy Williams, “Excellent Travel Book. Since I live in Western Mexico a large part of each year,
I turned to this book to give me facts about areas of interest to me. Because I am familiar with
many of the places, I can verify that the book is very much on target with what I know. It has also
helped me to find places of which I had heard, but was unable to locate. The authors have been
revising this book over the years, so it is kept up to date with current information. I like the easy
reading style. I prefer this book to some of the standard travel guides that I own because it goes
into more depth. I think this would be a good book for any traveler who has the time to wander
around Mexico and would like to visit places that aren't always covered in travel brochures.”

Randall Wilmot, “Travel Guide - Western Mexico. Excellent travel guide to town and villages in
and around Guadalajara”

VW in Tucson, “Four Stars. Nice historical persective.”

Wilma R. Bodrak, “A must have for Mexico travelers. We were gifted this wonderful e-book
recently, after just about wearing out our old paper-back edition through personal use and
loaning it to local friends here in Mexico. Most of the "borrowers" have said they are going to get
this newly updated version right away since it is always spot-on in its descriptions and
suggestions. We would recommend it to anyone that is either planning on traveling these areas
or even to those living in them, as we discovered much new info about what we will be exploring
in the future.We just wish that Tony had the time to do more of Western Mexico as well as the
rest of the country but we can't even begin to imagine what an undertaking that would be after
reading this new edition! Good job, Tony!  And thanks.”

Peter Barter, “Looks good.. Will be using it later in the year when travelling in Mexico. Looks
good.”

The book by Tony Burton has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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